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1 Glossary 

Abbreviation or Term Definition or Meaning 

ABP An Bord Pleanála 

COD Commercial Operation Date 

CRU Commission for Regulation of Utilities 

CPPA Corporate Power Purchase Agreement 

DECC Department of the Environment, Climate and Communications 

DGCOMP EU Directorate - General for Competition 

DMAP Designated Maritime Area Plan 

GCA Grid Connection Assessment 

GW Gigawatt 

MAC Maritime Area Consent 

MARA Maritime Area Regulatory Authority 

MECC Minister for Environment, Climate and Communications 

MAP Maritime Area Planning Bill/Act 

MEC Maximum Export Capacity 

MW Megawatt 

ORE Offshore Renewable Energy 

OREDP Offshore Renewable Energy Development Plan 

ORESS Offshore Renewable Electricity Support Scheme  

TSO Transmission System Operator (EirGrid) 
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2 Introduction 

The Climate Action Plan 20211 recommits Ireland to the ambition to install 5GW of offshore 

wind capacity in our maritime area by 2030, and introduces a new objective, that by the 

same year, up to 80% of our electricity will be sourced from renewables. In addition to 

increasing our renewable energy share, these targets will support our carbon emission 

reduction commitments, meet anticipated increases in domestic electricity demand and 

increase our security of electricity supply. 

The first phase of offshore wind in Ireland will be necessary but not sufficient to reach our 

2030 5GW ambition. An additional phase is required comprised of projects which can deliver 

by 2030. The purpose of this consultation is to gather views on this Phase Two of offshore 

wind deployment.  

It should be noted that a plan-led Enduring Regime for offshore wind projects that will deliver 

post-2030 offshore wind capacity beyond the Government’s 5GW target is under 

development by the DECC and that this post-Phase Two stage of deployment does not form 

part of this consultation.  

DECC is committed to engaging with stakeholders in a clear, open and transparent manner 

and submissions from all interested parties are invited. To account for the Christmas period, 

an extended consultation period is provided, with responses to be received no later than 2 

March, 2022. In accordance with standard transparency practice, by responding to the 

consultation, respondents consent to publishing of their name and submission on the 

website of the DECC. For further information on responding to this consultation, see the 

information note in the final section of this paper.  

Given the expected volume and the variety of comments, the DECC does not intend to 

respond to individual submissions. Following consideration of all comments and suggestions 

received via this consultation, a decision on the Phase 2 process is expected by Q3 2022. 

  

 
1 https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/6223e-climate-action-plan-2021/  

https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/6223e-climate-action-plan-2021/
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3 Background 

OREDP II 

The DECC has commenced work to update OREDP I, published in 20142 and reviewed in 

20183, with a second plan, OREDP II, which will provide an evidence base for the 

identification of areas most suitable for the sustainable development of wind, wave, and tidal 

technologies, and will include an assessment of other maritime activities and 

marine biodiversity. The goals of the OREDP II include quantifying the offshore renewable 

energy potential in Ireland’s maritime area, facilitating the identification of candidate areas 

for future offshore renewable development and prioritising data gaps to be addressed. The 

OREDP II, in tandem with a planned economic analysis, will set out the pathway for the 

deployment of offshore renewable energy in the Enduring Regime beyond 2030.  

Geographic Location 

Prior to the completion of the OREDP II and the subsequent establishment of DMAPs under 

the MAP4, the selection of Phase Two projects on the basis of their geographic location, e.g. 

off the East Coast and/or South Coast of Ireland, is not under consideration and should not 

be advocated in response to this consultation.  

Maritime Area Consent (MAC) 

The MAP proposes the legislative mechanism for the management of development and 

activities in the marine space. MACs from Phase Two onwards will be processed exclusively 

by the MARA, which is expected to be operational in Q1 2023. For the avoidance of doubt, 

and as established by the MAP, the MECC cannot invite or process any MAC applications 

beyond the Relevant Projects in Phase One, established via the Transition Protocol5.  

To incentivise swift deployment, discourage speculative hoarding of the marine space, 

discourage MAC applications by projects incapable of delivering by 2030, and facilitate the 

coherent transition to a plan-led Enduring Regime, it is proposed that all MACs awarded in 

Phase One and Phase Two will expire prior to the Enduring Regime, should the holders of 

these consents be unsuccessful in securing a route to market. 

 
2 https://assets.gov.ie/27215/2bc3cb73b6474beebbe810e88f49d1d4.pdf  

3 https://assets.gov.ie/77207/ae15d6ae-7230-4b2a-9178-9d8d326656cb.pdf  

4 https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/bill/2021/104/eng/ver_b/b104b21d.pdf  

5 https://assets.gov.ie/117454/bb1f52ef-a857-46b8-bc4a-34bc68d74e26.pdf  

https://assets.gov.ie/27215/2bc3cb73b6474beebbe810e88f49d1d4.pdf
https://assets.gov.ie/77207/ae15d6ae-7230-4b2a-9178-9d8d326656cb.pdf
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/bill/2021/104/eng/ver_b/b104b21d.pdf
https://assets.gov.ie/117454/bb1f52ef-a857-46b8-bc4a-34bc68d74e26.pdf
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Development (Planning) Permission 

The MAP provides that the development of ORE projects will require development 

permission, otherwise known as planning permission, from ABP following the grant of a 

MAC. The development permission process will commence with mandatory pre-application 

consultation with ABP in relation to the process. The gateway into this process is the 

granting of a MAC. The MAP does not allow for pre-application consultation with ABP until a 

MAC has been granted. The MAP sets out detailed requirements regarding public 

consultation and environmental assessment in the context of the development permission 

process. 

ORESS 2  

The primary route to market for offshore wind in Phase Two is expected to be the second 

offshore wind specific auction, ORESS 2. State Aid clearance for offshore specific auctions 

to 2025 was received by DECC from DGCOMP in 20206. ORESS 2 will be a competitive 

process designed to secure maximum value for the Irish consumer while also balancing 

State and project owner risk to ensure project deliverability. Following ORESS 1, planned to 

commence in late 2022, ORESS 2 is intended to deliver the remainder of the 5GW 2030 

target. Therefore the auction is expected to deliver approximately 3GW of installed capacity 

and included a longstop date for project delivery in 2030 at the latest. 

EirGrid’s Roadmap – Shaping Our Electricity Future 

Capacity of the grid to accept offshore wind will be critical in Phase Two. EirGrid’s recently 

published roadmap, Shaping Our Electricity Future7, has identified the optimal regions to 

connect 5GW of offshore wind generation to the onshore system by the end of this decade. 

Notwithstanding the longer-term potential generation off the South and West coasts, it 

should be noted that in the pre-2030 deployment timeframe, the identified realisable grid 

capacity for offshore wind on the South and West coasts is extremely limited. As highlighted 

in Figure 1 below, drawn from Shaping Our Electricity Future, the vast majority of realisable 

grid capacity by 2030, i.e. for Phase One and Phase Two is located on the East Coast. It is 

important to also note that under existing conditions. there is no additional realisable grid 

capacity beyond 5GW for offshore wind before 2030. Accordingly, in order to achieve our 

2030 offshore wind ambition, this capacity must be utilised in totality. This position will be 

kept under review in future iterations of the ‘Shaping’ strategy as new technologies develop 

 
6 https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases1/202032/286233_2178932_128_2.pdf  

7 https://www.eirgridgroup.com/site-files/library/EirGrid/Shaping_Our_Electricity_Future_Roadmap.pdf  

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases1/202032/286233_2178932_128_2.pdf
https://www.eirgridgroup.com/site-files/library/EirGrid/Shaping_Our_Electricity_Future_Roadmap.pdf
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and potential non-grid solutions such as green hydrogen generation, electricity storage and 

gaseous e-fuels start to improve their efficiencies and economic viability to enable 

deployment at scale. Section 7 of this consultation looks to examine this potential and see if 

special consideration should be included in Phase Two under an Innovation Category. 

 
Figure 1 – 2030 Offshore Grid Capacity  

 

Source: Shaping Our Electricity Future, Technical Roadmap Report, Fig 28 and Table 43, pp181-2
 

Grid Offers  

It is likely that full grid connection offers will only be made to projects that have both secured 

a route to market, via ORESS or otherwise, and development permission. This is intended to 

avoid projects without commercial and/or planning viability occupying valuable grid capacity. 

Given the expectation of a certain level of project attrition in both Phases One and Two, in 

order to achieve complete utilisation of the identified grid capacity, it is proposed that grid 

capacity is over-allocated in Phase Two, potentially with the establishment of an order of 

merit via the ORESS 2 bidding order, to account for expected project attrition. 
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4 Phased Approach to Offshore Wind Deployment 

Following public consultation8, in April 2021, the Government adopted a policy statement9 

establishing a three-phased approach to offshore wind deployment. This approach is 

outlined in broader terms below. 

Phase One  

Policy Objective. Phase One is intended to leverage the relatively advanced offshore wind 

projects in Ireland and the expertise of international project owners to deliver, subject to all 

necessary environmental assessments, the maximum competitively procured offshore wind 

capacity at the earliest feasible deployment stage. In practice, this is expected to result in 

circa 2GW deployed by 2028. 

Project Selection. Phase One projects are those offshore wind projects that successfully 

applied for a Foreshore Lease under the Foreshore Act or satisfied the criteria established 

by the Transition Protocol, the ‘Relevant Projects’.  

State Consent. Following enactment of the MAP Bill (expected by end-2021), the making of 

relevant secondary legislation (expected Q1 2022), establishment of the MAC process and 

opening of the MAC application window, (expected April 2022), Phase One projects will be 

eligible to apply for a MAC from the MECC. 

Development Permission. Following receipt of a MAC, (expected by Q3 2022), projects will 

be eligible to apply for development permission, otherwise known as planning permission, 

directly from ABP. This process will include full statutory consultation and environmental 

assessment processes. Application for development permission is not required for ORESS 1 

eligibility or for a GCA.  

Grid. Associated contestable transmission assets of Phase One projects will be designed 

and built by project owners in collaboration with EirGrid and within the regulatory framework 

established by the CRU. All transmission assets will be transferred, at an agreed stage, to 

EirGrid. The timing of asset transfer will be determined by EirGrid, with the approval of the 

CRU, following engagement with the Phase One projects. The process for obtaining a GCA 

 
8 https://www.gov.ie/en/consultation/d5fb5-consultation-to-inform-a-grid-development-policy-for-
offshore-wind-in-ireland/  

9 https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/5ec24-policy-statement-on-the-framework-for-irelands-offshore-
electricity-transmission-system/  

https://www.gov.ie/en/consultation/d5fb5-consultation-to-inform-a-grid-development-policy-for-offshore-wind-in-ireland/
https://www.gov.ie/en/consultation/d5fb5-consultation-to-inform-a-grid-development-policy-for-offshore-wind-in-ireland/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/5ec24-policy-statement-on-the-framework-for-irelands-offshore-electricity-transmission-system/
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/5ec24-policy-statement-on-the-framework-for-irelands-offshore-electricity-transmission-system/
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is under development by the CRU10 with the intention that EirGrid will issue GCAs to 

qualifying Phase One projects by Q3 2022. GCAs will detail the method and cost of 

connecting to the onshore transmission system connection point. GCAs will also include a 

MEC. The GCA is expected to operate as a provisional grid offer, to be confirmed as a full 

grid connection offer (Connection Agreement and Quotation Letter) with the securing by a 

project of a route to market and development permission. This will be determined by the 

CRU Decision on GCAs, expected Q1 2022. The terms and conditions for the full grid offer 

will be subject of a CRU consultation and decision in 2022.  

Route to Market. The first offshore wind specific auction in Ireland, ORESS 1, is expected 

to be the main, if not exclusive, route to market for Phase One projects. This is a competitive 

auction process, with project eligibility contingent on receipt of both a MAC and a GCA. For 

the avoidance of doubt, development permission will not be required for auction eligibility in 

ORESS 1. Projects unsuccessful in ORESS 1 will retain their MAC and will not be excluded 

from competing in Phase Two exclusively on the basis of lack of success in ORESS 1. 

Additionally, the CRU have proposed that projects will retain GCAs for a limited period of 

time post-ORESS 1, to facilitate alternative routes to market such as CPPAs. A final 

determination on this proposal is expected in the CRU Decision on GCAs, expected Q1 

2022. 

Attrition. It is recognised that not all Phase One potential project capacity will be built as a 

result of ORESS 1. In order for the ORESS 1 to function competitively, at least one project 

must be unsuccessful at this auction. Further, projects successful at auction may not 

subsequently secure development permission or secure development permission for the full 

capacity sought. There may be additional reasons for attrition. The scale of project attrition in 

Phase One will influence the scaling of Phase Two in order to remain on track towards the 

5GW 2030 target. 

Summary: Phase One projects will require a MAC to apply for development permission. A 

MAC and a GCA will be required to compete in ORESS 1. Route to market, by ORESS 1 or 

otherwise, and development permission are expected to be required for a full grid connection 

offer. GCAs are proposed to expire if a route to market is not secured prior to Phase Two.  

 

 

 
10 https://www.cru.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/CRU21112-Proposed-Decision-Offshore-Grid-
Connection-Assessment-Phase-1-projects.pdf  

https://www.cru.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/CRU21112-Proposed-Decision-Offshore-Grid-Connection-Assessment-Phase-1-projects.pdf
https://www.cru.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/CRU21112-Proposed-Decision-Offshore-Grid-Connection-Assessment-Phase-1-projects.pdf
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 Figure 2 - Phase One Process  

 
 

Phase Two 

Policy Objective. Phase Two must deliver the remainder of the 5GW target unfulfilled by 

Phase One. It is therefore critical that all Phase Two projects must be deliverable pre-2030. 

While the total deployed capacity under this phase is expected to be approximately 3GW, 

this will be influenced by project attrition in Phase One. 

Project Selection. The selection process of Phase Two projects is the primary focus of this 

consultation. The process employed must facilitate maximum competition from projects with 

pre-2030 deliverability only.  

State Consent. Following establishment of the MARA, expected by Q1 2023, eligible 

projects will be able to apply for a MAC from this agency when the window for application is 

opened. In order to facilitate a coherent transition to the subsequent plan-led phase, the 

Enduring Regime, MACs awarded in Phase One and Phase Two are proposed to expire 

prior to Enduring Regime. In any case, it cannot be assumed that MACs awarded prior to the 

Enduring Regime will be located within a DMAP. 

Development Permission. As per Phase One, projects in receipt of a MAC will be eligible 

to apply for development permission, otherwise known as planning permission, directly from 

ABP. This process will include full statutory consultation and environmental assessment 

processes.  

Grid. Phase Two projects will have the option to either design and build associated 

contestable transmission assets in collaboration with EirGrid, and transfer to EirGrid as per 
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Phase One, or alternatively, elect for EirGrid to design and build these assets with 

appropriate costs charged to the project owner. Similar to Phase One, the timing of asset 

transfer will be determined by EirGrid, with the approval of the CRU. The grid offer process 

for Phase Two will be determined by the CRU. 

Route to Market. The second offshore wind specific auction, ORESS 2, is anticipated to be 

the main route to market for Phase Two projects. As per Phase One, this will be a 

competitive process, however, it is not envisaged that there will be a sufficient quantity of 

projects with development permission for competitive process at this stage; therefore the 

holding of development permission is not envisaged for ORESS 2 eligibility. Alternative 

routes to market, such as CPPAs, will also be facilitated in Phase Two. In order to 

incentivise the participation only of projects with pre-2030 deliverability, the ORESS 2 

longstop, or the date by which a project must have reached COD in order to receive the 

minimum tenor of support is planned to be end-2030 at the latest, and possibly earlier. It can 

be assumed that in order to receive the maximum support tenor, 16.5 years, projects will 

have to reach COD by at least mid-2028, and preferably earlier. 

Attrition. As per Phase One, project attrition is expected in Phase Two at auction, and 

possibly at both development and State (MAC) consent stage. Accordingly, in order to 

remain on track for the 5GW target, the quantum of proposed capacity at the consenting and 

auction stages of Phase Two will need to be scaled to account for both Phase One project 

attrition and expected Phase Two attrition. 

Enduring Regime 

Policy Objective. Deployment of offshore wind post-Phase Two is intended as a plan-led 

Enduring Regime for long-term, co-ordinated and sustainable development, taking 

advantage of up to 30GW of offshore wind potential post-2030, while also taking advantage 

of potential synergies where possible, thus reducing environmental impacts. 

Project Selection. The project selection process in the Enduring Regime is yet to be 

determined and is not the subject of this consultation. However, in the context of projects 

considering Phase Two consent applications, it is important to note that in order to deploy 

offshore renewable energy projects in the Enduring Regime, it is proposed that generally, 

projects will be located only within areas specifically designated as suitable for offshore 

renewable energy deployment (i.e. within a DMAP). The legal basis for DMAPs is 

established via the MAP and the identification of offshore renewable energy DMAPs will be 

informed by OREDP II, environmental considerations and engagement with key 
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stakeholders. No MAC granted in either Phase One or Phase Two should be assumed to be 

located within a future DMAP. 

State Consent. MARA will consider MAC applications under the Enduring Regime. 

Applications for offshore wind development will generally only be accepted for areas which 

were identified suitable for such through the DMAP process. 

Development Permission. As per previous phases, following receipt of a MAC, projects will 

be eligible to apply for development permission directly from ABP. This process will include 

full statutory consultation and environmental assessment processes. 

Grid. EirGrid will plan, design, build and own all transmission assets associated with 

offshore wind generation. Development of these assets will be pro-actively progressed to 

areas intended for offshore wind, such as areas for auction in ORESS 3 and beyond, and 

within relevant DMAPs.  

Route to Market. At least one further offshore wind specific auction, ORESS 3, is planned 

as a route to market in the Enduring Regime. Whereas in previous auctions, different 

projects in different locations competed for capacity at auction, ORESS 3 will take the form 

of a competition between different project proposals at the same pre-identified site within a 

DMAP. The auction will likely be complemented by a number of alternative routes to market 

such as CPPAs, renewable fuel generation such as green hydrogen, green ammonia etc., 

and export to other jurisdictions via interconnectors. Projects with alternative routes to 

market are also generally expected to be required to be located within a relevant DMAP. 

 
Figure 3 - Indicative Offshore Wind Timeline 

 
 

Phase One
Q4 2021

MAP Bill Enacted

Phase One
Q1 2022
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April 2022

MAC Applications 
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Phase Two
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MARA Operational

Phase Two
2023+ 

?
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5 Options for Discussion 

A number of Phase Two process options are outlined below. These options do not form an 

exhaustive list of options under consideration by the DECC, as there are several variations 

of each option, and combinations of options are also possible. The options are provided to 

illustrate the breadth of options available. Some altogether alternative options also exist. The 

DECC therefore welcomes feedback both on the options listed, variations of same and 

altogether alternative options, provided these options conform with the parameters laid out in 

the foregoing sections. 

Option A: Deployment Security  

 

The sequencing in this option remains effectively unchanged from Phase One. Prospective 

projects first seek a MAC, in this case from the MARA, and would then be eligible to seek 

development permission from ABP and to participate in ORESS 2. MAC applications would 

only be accepted by MARA from projects aligning with EirGrid’s roadmap, Shaping Our 

Electricity Future, after accounting for capacity allocated in Phase One and any relevant 

updates made by EirGrid to this plan.  

In addition to the MAC application fee, to ensure application by projects with the best pre-

2030 deliverability prospects, MAC applicants would be required to provide a deployment 

security in favour of MARA, to be calculated on the basis of a pre-determined metric. This 

security would be separate to any decommissioning security that may be required at MAC 

stage. Deployment securities would be designed with the intention that projects with genuine 
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2030 deliverability would not be expected to surrender the security. Securities would expire 

once a route to market is secured by a project within a timeframe facilitating 2030 

deliverability via ORESS or an alternative. MARA would have the right to drawdown the 

deployment security and revoke the MAC where: 

• the project is abandoned by its sponsors; 

• one or more of the project’s sponsors no longer meet the provisions of the MAP, for 

example, with regard to the fit and proper person test – and the project is unable to 

demonstrate a suitable rectification plan to the reasonable satisfaction of MARA  

• the project fails to secure a route to market by a specified date post ORESS 2 (e.g. 

31 December 2026), unless the project can demonstrate to the reasonable 

satisfaction of MARA that the project has: 

o a credible remediation strategy to reach COD by 31 December 2030 

o made best efforts to achieve COD by 31 December 2030, as evidenced by a 

significant level of project expenditure to date (e.g. greater than the 

deployment security amount) 

With the award of a MAC, in addition to becoming eligible for application for development 

permission, projects would also become eligible to apply for a provisional grid connection 

from EirGrid, the design of which will be determined by the CRU. This may be similar to the 

GCA applying in Phase One, however this process will be reviewed by the CRU ahead of 

Phase Two. The provisional offer would be intended to provide the grid information required 

by projects for the formulation of bidding within ORESS 2. In grid regions which are 

oversubscribed, the DECC would collaborate with the CRU and EirGrid to examine grid 

optimisation procedures. 

One option to be explored would be that reserve projects would be established on an order 

of merit, determined by ORESS 2 bidding, should the first-preference project be 

unsuccessful at a subsequent stage. This would enable backfilling to meet the 5GW target. 

Full grid connection offers are issued to projects successful both in securing a route to 

market, via ORESS 2 or otherwise, and development permission . 

Advantages 

• A combination of: 

i) the requirement to align with realisable grid capacity as identified by Shaping Our 

Electricity Future, or EirGrid’s latest roadmap, 

ii) the expiry of Phase Two MACs which do not secure a route to market before 

commencement of the Enduring Regime, 
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iii) the requirement for Phase Two projects to operationalise by end-2030, at the 

latest, to secure the minimum period of ORESS 2 support,  

iv) an appropriately scaled annual pre-generation seabed levy rate, and 

v) an appropriately scaled deployment security, 

may be sufficient to discourage MAC applications from projects with post-2030 

deliverability and duly prioritise projects with the greatest pre-2030 deliverability.  

Disadvantage 

• There is a risk that the above measures are not correctly balanced. Given the scale 

of the Irish offshore wind project pipeline, State consenting systems within MARA 

and ABP could be overwhelmed if the disincentives for post-2030 projects are too 

weak, thereby risking the due priority consent consideration of pre-2030 projects. If 

the disincentives are too onerous, MAC applications will be too few in number, 

reducing competition, potentially increasing consumer cost and reducing 

deployment, and also risking State energy and climate targets.  

o This risk could be mitigated by allowing the market to determine the value of a 

MAC award, such as the seabed levy auction systems employed in by the 

Crown Estate in England and Wales. However, this would require additional 

time and resources to establish and would risk building-in additional 

consumer cost at the ORESS stage.  
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Option B: Competitive MAC Process 

The sequencing of this option follows Option A. The change in this option is from a pass/fail 

assessment of MACs to a competitive process operated by MARA, as provided for by the 

MAP. This option could also be modified to include a deployment security.  

MARA would open a MAC application window and assess applications against one another 

on the basis of pre-determined weighted criteria including, but not limited to:  

• Consistency with the National Marine Planning Framework; 

• Consistency with EirGrid’s latest plans, e.g. Shaping Our Electricity Future; 

• Financial and Technical capability; 

• Site Investigation works or other preparatory undertaken, including stakeholder 

engagement; 

• An auction for the seabed levies to be paid by MAC holders. 

In order to manage project expectations, the intended assessment criteria would be 

published at the earliest opportunity. This could also include a maximum capacity to be 

awarded. 

Advantages 

• Assessment criteria are relatively flexible and can be amended via Ministerial 

Regulation, enabling alignment of MAC assessment with policy objectives, such 

as, for example, evidence of pre-2030 deliverability. 

• Published assessment criteria could discourage non-competitive or post-2030 

projects from application which would otherwise divert resources from processing 

of pre-2030 priority projects. 

Disadvantages 

• Without pre-qualification criteria for MAC application or a deployment security, the 

risk remains that a potentially overwhelming quantity of MAC applications may be 

made. This could be mitigated if a seabed levy auction form part of the competitive 

assessment. 

• As opposed to considering MAC applications on a first-come, first-served basis, 

additional time would be required with a competitive process for a sufficient 

quantity of applications to be received by MARA and then processed 

simultaneously.  
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Option C: Early ORESS 2  

 

This option reverses the sequencing of Phase One by positioning the auction ahead of MAC 

application. Securing an ORESS 2 letter of offer, or another route to market, then enables a 

project to apply for a MAC. 

To be eligible for ORESS 2, projects would need to demonstrate alignment with grid capacity 

identified by Shaping our Electricity Future or EirGrid’s latest roadmap. ORESS 2 would be 

scaled according to expected attrition at the additional subsequent stages. 

While a provisional grid assessment would be required for auction eligibility, as neither 

development permission nor a MAC would be required, additional safeguards would be 

required to reduce the risk of speculative auction bidding. These could include a significant 

increase in the auction bid bond and/or an auction eligibility requirement for site investigation 

work or other preparatory works undertaken by a project. 

Advantages 

• Only projects with a proven route to market, via ORESS 2 or otherwise, would be 

eligible for MAC application, removing less competitive projects and projects 

requiring a post-2030 longstop date for support.  

• Certain grid nodes or grid regions could be reserved for non-ORESS routes to the 

market. 

• A grid node or grid region order of merit provides a safeguard that the maximum 

realisable capacity will be ultimately utilised. MAC application processing could 

also be prioritised along this order of merit. 
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Disadvantages  

• In order to competitively procure the remainder of the 2030 capacity target 

unfulfilled by Phase One, to account for project attrition from both Phases, 

including an additional post-auction stage of MAC application, the capacity 

auctioned in ORESS 2 would be required to be relatively large.  

• With an auction this early in the process the risks of potentially creating developer 

expectations and stakeholder perceptions of a developer-led process would need 

to be managed. 

Option D: Early Enhanced ORESS 2 

This option follows Option C both in terms of sequencing and that success at ORESS 2, or 

by securing another route to market, enables a project to apply for a MAC and receive a grid 

offer. Auction qualification criteria would mimic those of the MAC, to minimise risk of attrition 

at the MAC application stage. Under Option D the auction is used to resolve any competing 

requests to use the same MAC area and also to allocate the scarce capacity of the grid to 

accept offshore wind. 

Option D would incorporate several major innovations: 

• An applicant would specify its MAC area and transmission connection point as part of 

its offer in ORESS 2. Multiple applicants may specify the same MAC area and same 

connection point in their auction offers. Provisional grid offers for the same 

connection point may be made available to multiple parties. 

• An applicant could make multiple auction offers which could be mutually-exclusive. 

For example, a project in MAC Area A of X GWh connecting to location 1, a project in 

MAC Area A of Y GWh connecting to location 2, or a project in MAC Area B of Z 

GWh connecting to location 3 - of which a maximum of one could be selected by the 

auction. In general, applicants would have considerable flexibility in what could be 

offered. 

• The auction builds in constraints that each MAC area can only be allocated once, 

that each connection point must not exceed a maximum capacity, and that each 

connection area has an aggregate MW connection limit specified by Shaping Our 

Electricity Future.  

• The auction is solved by optimisation and in the event that multiple offers have 

specified the same area and/or rely on the same limited transmission capacity, the 
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auction will determine the most cost-efficient set of offers which can feasibly proceed 

with MAC application and obtain a grid offer. 

Advantages 

In addition to Option C Advantages, Option D would accomplish the following: 

• Allocation of MAC areas to the most efficient bidders. 

• Allocation of grid capacity to the most efficient bidders. 

Disadvantages  

In addition to the Option C disadvantages, Option D would have additional disadvantages:  

• Developers may face expanded pre-auction investigation and diligence process as 

they would be able to bid on multiple MAC areas. 

• An increased volume of provisional connection offers would potentially need to be 

processed. 
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6 Hybrid Grid Connections 

There are numerous definitions of hybrid grid connections, however for the purposes of this 

consultation, a hybrid grid connection is taken to specifically refer to a single grid connection 

which facilitates the connection to the onshore electricity transmission system of both a 

thermal generation plant (existing or proposed) and a proposed offshore wind project. For 

the avoidance of doubt, this does not refer to the hybrid workstream being progressed by 

EirGrid and ESB Networks under the FlexTech Initiative.  

Under a hybrid grid connection, as defined, when the offshore wind generation resource is 

available, the ORE project could utilise the connection point to the maximum level possible, 

with the thermal generator availing only of the remaining export capacity at the connection 

point or to provide a greater proportion of generation at the request of the system operator. 

The DECC notes the resource and grid allocation efficiency of such a methodology and also 

the ongoing requirement, from an energy security perspective, for dispatchable power 

generation. The DECC stresses however that before these connections can be considered, 

a holistic assessment will be required to take account of any unintended consequences of 

facilitating such connections.  

Hybrid grid connections would appear technically possible in each of the above options. 

However, it should be noted that under state aid clearance for ORESS, the auction process 

must be a level-playing field for all auction participants. Therefore, if projects with hybrid grid 

connections, as defined, are to be permitted to participate in the ORESS process, they must 

do so in a manner which is compatible with the RESS State Aid Decision11 and more 

broadly, Irish competition law.  

The DECC and CRU will continue to consider hybrid grid connections, as defined, for 

eligibility in ORESS. This consideration will include whether inappropriate incumbent 

advantage may be afforded to entities owning and/or operating the associated thermal 

generation plant and whether hybrid connection points should be competed for openly by all 

potential users.  

  

  

 
11 https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases1/202032/286233_2178932_128_2.pdf  

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases1/202032/286233_2178932_128_2.pdf
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7 Innovation Categories 

Floating wind, wave and tidal, solar/wind/battery hybrid generation, green hydrogen and 

ammonia production, interconnector hybrids and other technologies, including co-location 

with other sectors, are at various stages of development or early-stage commercialisation. 

Many of these technologies however have the potential to support longer-term renewable 

energy ambition. Additionally, projects incorporating these technologies may not connect, or 

only partly connect to the Irish energy system, via grid or green fuel such as hydrogen, 

ammonia etc. 

It may be desirable to establish special allowances for projects within selected technology 

categories that otherwise would not have progressed in Phase Two if required to openly 

compete with fixed offshore wind. Special considerations could be included at several 

stages, including preference categories for consideration at MAC stage and within the 

design of ORESS 2. Views are invited as to whether special consideration should be 

included in Phase Two under an Innovation Category and how best this category should 

operate within be the wider Phase Two process. 
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8 Questions 

While all relevant feedback on the topic of Phase Two offshore deployment is welcome, the 

DECC requests that responses are provided to the below questions in particular.  

1. Which is your preferred option and why of: 

a. The above options? 

b. The above options, variations of same, and other possible options within the 

parameters outlined in this paper, particularly sections 3 and 4? 

 

2. Option A proposes that a deployment security is required for to apply for a MAC in 

Phase 2.  

a. How should the security be calculated and what rate should apply? If the 

security was to be calculated on the basis of planned capacity, what rate 

should apply?  

b. Should the security be required to be in place prior to application for a MAC or 

post-issuing of a MAC? If post-issuing, what is a reasonable timeframe? 

c. Under what terms should this security be drawn down? 

d. The security, as proposed, expires with the securing by a project of a route to 

market. For projects successful at ORESS 2, this is also the stage when the 

auction performance security is due be put in place. Would it beneficial for the 

deployment security to be rolled over towards the RESS performance 

security? How best this be managed?  

e. What other terms should apply to this security? 

 

3. Option B proposes a competitive MAC process. 

a. What assessment criteria should be used in this process? What should the 

weighting of this criteria be? 

b. Should a seabed levy auction be included in this assessment? What 

weighting should the auction result have? 

c. Should a deployment bond be maintained under this option? Why, or why 

not? 

 

4. All of the above options assume that Phase One projects retain their MACs for 

Phase Two.  

a. Is this the correct approach? Why? 
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b. Would requiring Phase One projects that are unsuccessful in securing a route 

to market, within a specified timeframe, to re-apply for MACs result in a better 

outcome for the sector, the State and consumers? Why?  

c. If Option D was selected would this require unsuccessful Phase One projects 

to relinquish their MAC before ORESS 2? If so, should these projects be 

given any preference such as a right of first refusal if they match a winning 

bidder’s terms for their MAC area? 

 

5. To incentivise swift deployment, discourage speculative hoarding of the marine 

space, discourage MAC applications by projects incapable of delivering by 2030, and 

facilitate the coherent transition to a plan-led Enduring Regime, it is proposed that all 

MACs awarded in Phase One and Phase Two will expire prior to the Enduring 

Regime, should the holders of these consents be unsuccessful in securing a route to 

market. 

a. Is this the correct approach? Why? 

b. Would this approach incentivise deployment and/or discourage hoarding of 

the maritime space? 

c. Would this approach discourage MAC applications in Phase Two from 

projects with poor pre-2030 deliverability? 

 

6. What are your views on providing provisional grid offers to projects in the case where 

all projects receiving such an offer will not be able to obtain a full grid offer? 

a. How can and should the award of full grid offers be tied to the auction results? 

b. Should allowance be made for projects that do not effectively compete in the 

auction but share a preliminary connection offer with projects that do to remain 

eligible for a CPPA route to market? 

 

7. What are your views on auctioning capacity at particular grid nodes or regions in 

ORESS 2?  

a. How should this operate? Should successful projects be required to submit 

ORESS 2 offers that clear both the overall auction and the auction for a given 

grid node or region? 

b. Should any nodes or regions be reserved for non-ORESS routes to market? 
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8. In order to utilise grid capacity realisable by 2030 in totality, most options require the 

award of greater capacity in ORESS 2 than is realisable by 2030, and establishing 

reserve projects on grid orders of merit, possibly grid region. 

a. What are your views on grid orders of merit? How best could reserve lists be 

established in a robust manner that does not give rise to legitimate 

expectations by reserve projects? 

b. How should grid orders of merit be established? Is using ORESS 2 bidding 

order, possibly by grid node/region, an appropriate methodology?  

c. What obligations should be placed on reserve projects and what, if any, 

compensation should be provided? 

d. How should reserve projects be serviced so that they can readily progress if 

required?  

e. How should reserve projects be held to the terms of their ORESS 2 offer?  

 

9. Option D outlines an auction with mutually exclusive offers and multiple bidders 

specifying the same MAC area and/or connection point allowing multiple bidders to 

specify the same MAC area and/or grid node/region and using ORESS 2 results to 

allocate the MAC area and/or grid node/region capacity. 

a. What are your views on the feasibility of this option? What are your views on 

the feasibility of solving the auction using an optimisation approach?  

 

10. Hybrid grid connections are defined in this paper as single grid connections which 

facilitate the connection of both an existing or proposed thermal generation plant and 

a proposed offshore wind project.  

a. Do you support the facilitation of such connections, as defined? Why? 

b. Are you aware of any other jurisdictions where such connections are 

permitted? Describe how hybrid connections are treated from a technical and 

regulatory perspective in these jurisdictions. 

c. Are there potentially unintended consequences associated with permitting 

hybrid grid connections, such as potential impact on grid system services 

provided by the associated thermal plant or potential impacts on the reliability 

of the thermal plant? 

d. How should proposed projects with hybrid connections be treated so as not to 

distort competition or afford undue competitive advantage to the incumbent 

owners and operators of the associated thermal generators?  
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e. Do you support the facilitation of such connections, if the definition was 

adjusted to, e.g. an existing or proposed onshore battery, solar or other 

generator? 

 

11. Should any special allowances for innovation technologies be included in the 

Phase Two process? 

a. What technologies should be provided with special allowances and why? 

b. What allowances should be made? At what stage(s) of the Phase Two 

process? Should capacity be reserved in the MAC and ORESS processes for 

any of these technologies? 

c. Should these types of projects also be required to deliver by 2030? 

d. What level of offshore wind capacity could be deployed before and after 2030 

that does not depend on the Irish grid for offtake? i.e. generation that is 

instead utilised for non-grid offtakes such as green fuel generation or export 

by cable to another jurisdiction?  
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9 Submission of Consultation Responses 

All responses and submissions from interested parties are welcome and will be considered 

in the development of the policy framework for Phase Two ORE developments  

 

Given the volume and the variety of comments anticipated, the DECC does not intend to 

respond to individual submissions. 

 

Submissions with the subject ‘Phase Two Consultation’ can be made to the following email 

address: phase2@decc.gov.ie or by post to: 

 

Phase Two Consultation 

International and Offshore Energy Division 

Department of Environment, Climate and Communications 

29-31 Adelaide Rd, Dublin 

D02 X285 

 

The closing date for submissions is 2 March, 2022. 

 

Responses to this consultation are subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Information 

act 2014 and Access to Information on the Environment Regulations 2007-2014. 

 

Confidential or commercially sensitive information should be clearly identified in your 

submission, however parties should also noted that any or all responses to the consultations 

are subject in their entirety to the provisions of the FOI acts and will be published on the 

website of the DECC. 

 

By responding to the consultation, respondents consent to their name being published online 

with the submission. The DECC will redact personal addresses and personal email 

addresses prior to publication. We would draw attention to the DECC privacy statement 

which states: ‘The DECC requires responders to provide certain personal data in order to 

provide services and carry out the functions of the DECC. Your personal data may be 

exchanges with other Government Departments and agencies in certain circumstances, 

where lawful. Full details can be found in our Data Privacy Notice.’ 

mailto:phase2@decc.gov.ie
https://www.gov.ie/en/help/privacy-policy/

